
The Software to Measure and Grow Employee 

Engagement, Culture and Performance

Recognition and Rewards
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A More Productive and Engaged Workforce

1. Are our team members aligned with our          

Mission, Vision and Values?                                        

(is the organization?)

2. Are our team members engaged? How can we 

improve?

3. What type of culture are we growing?

4. What feedback do our team members have?

5. What is the sentiment of our team?

6. What feedback has been provided for         

continuous improvement? (safety, ethics, culture)

7. Do our team members feel appreciated?



The modern way to engage, uplift your workforce and drive performance

• Utilized in over 50 countries

• Industry Agnostic: Manufacturing, 

retail, banks, school districts, law 

firms, and more

• Cloud based

•Easy to use, modern design

• Mobile applications: iOS and 

Android

•SSO and LDAP Integrations
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Sending Recognition

1. Individual or Group Features

Send awards to individuals or entire groups 

(departments, locations, teams, projects and 

more!)

2. Choose the Level of Award

Send a gold, silver or platinum award to individuals or 

entire groups. Teamphoria has a 30 day 

allotment to limit the number of awards that are 

sent and create inherent value.

3. Choose the Impact and Core Value

Share who was impacted by the individual receiving 

recognition and what core value was 

demonstrated. 

4. Add an image

Share an image or use the individual’s profile picture!
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Leaderboard

1. View Real Time Leaderboards

As team members send and receive recognition, they 

accumulate points. The number of points is 

customizable to you!

2. Filter and Export

Filter the leaderboard by groups or view the entire 

organization. Also export to a spreadsheet as

desired.

3. Rewards

As team members receive points, Teamphoria will 

generate a rewards spreadsheet for your 

review, upon your approval, an email will go 

out rewarding the individuals with a monetary 

prize they can then redeem on our online 

catalog.
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Real Time Data and Analytics

1. Company Dashboard

View a real time dashboard of core 

value alignment and recognition at the 

company level.

2. In Depth Reports

Want to dig into the numbers a bit 

deeper? Leverage our in depth reports 

to see which groups or individuals are 

sending the most recognition, 

receiving the most, who they are 

impacting, and their top core values. 

Also export the reports as needed.
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TV Stream

1. Share Your Feed on a Live Stream

Teamphoria clients love sharing the great things going 

on in their companies with our TV Stream 

feature. This allows for you to display real time 

recognition on a tv in a break room or in your 

lobby for others to see.

2. Customize Your Stream

The Teamphoria Stream is capable of being customized 

to fit your needs. Show birthdays, work 

anniversaries, recognition, announcements, your 

core values and more. Also choose to not share 

any of this information on the stream.
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